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 Balanced Labellings and Schubert Polynomials
 S ERGEY F OMIN , C URTIS G REENE , V ICTOR R EINER  AND M ARK S HIMOZONO
 We study  Balanced labellings  of diagrams representing the inversions in a permutation .
 These are known to be natural encodings of reduced decompositions of permutations  w  P  ¸  n  ,
 and we show that they also give combinatorial descriptions of both the Stanley symmetric
 functions  F w  and the Schubert polynomial  S w  associated with  w .  Furthermore , they lead to an
 explicit basis for the Schubert modules introduced by Kraskiewicz and Pragacz .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 By a  diagram , we mean any finite collection of cells  D  Ô  Z  3  Z . The purpose of this
 paper is to study a class of objects called  balanced labellings  of a diagram . The
 definition makes sense for any diagram , but for certain diagrams associated with
 permutations  w  P  ¸  n  ,  the set of balanced labellings has a remarkably rich structure . A
 glimpse of this may be seen in our Theorem 4 . 3 , which shows that balanced labellings
 (of permutation diagrams) yield symmetric functions , in the same way that Schur
 functions can be constructed from column-strict tableaux . These are in fact the
 symmetric functions  F w  introduced by Stanley in [15] , where they played a role in
 deriving formulae for the number of reduced decompositions in  ¸  n . Balanced labelled
 diagrams can be viewed as encodings of reduced decompositions , and this fact forms
 the basis for much of the present work .
 We consider both  injecti y  e labellings ,  which generalize standard Young tableaux , and
 column strict labellings ,  which are analogs of column strict tableaux . Both standard
 Young tableaux and balanced tableaux (introduced in [5]) are special cases of injective
 balanced diagrams , and many results relating these families of tableaux appear
 naturally from this point of view . When flag conditions are imposed on column-strict
 diagrams , one obtains the Schubert polynomials of Lascoux and Schu ¨  tzenberger [11]
 (see also [10] and [13]) . As an application , we show that balanced column-strict flagged
 diagrams can be used to construct an explicit basis for the  Schubert module  introduced
 by Kraskiewicz and Pragacz [9] ; see also [16] .
 This paper is organized as follows . Section 2 gives the basic definitions , and
 establishes the fundamental correspondence between injective balanced diagrams and
 reduced decompositions . Section 3 applies these results to obtain some old and new
 theorems about balanced tableaux (that is , balanced Ferrers diagrams) . Section 4
 proves that column-strict diagrams yield symmetric functions , and Section 5 discusses in
 detail the encoding and decoding procedure that associates monomials with labelled
 diagrams . Section 6 applies the material developed in Sections 4 and 5 to show that
 placing flag conditions on balanced column-strict diagrams yields Schubert polynomials .
 Section 7 proves the result on Schubert modules stated in the last paragraph .
 2 .  B ALANCED D IAGRAMS : B ASIC D EFINITIONS  AND R ESULTS
 In this section , we define the notion of a balanced labelling of a diagram , which for
 permutations diagrams are related to the earlier notions of balanced tableaux in [5] , the
 standard  w -tableaux in [8] , and total reflection orderings in [4] (see the remark after
 Lemma 2 . 5 for more discussion) . For the notation and terminology related to
 permutation diagrams , we follow the first chapter of [13] .
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 Let  w  P  ¸  n  be a permutation . The  in y  ersion diagram of w  is the set
 I ( w )  5  h ( i ,  j )  3  i  ,  j ,  w i  .  w j j  Ô  [ n ]  3  [ n ]
 where [ n ] denotes the set  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j .  A somewhat more useful (but clearly
 equivalent) object is the set
 D ( w )  5  h ( i ,  w j )  3  i  ,  j ,  w i  .  w j j  Ô  [ n ]  3  [ n ] .
 We follow [13] in calling  D ( w ) the  diagram  of  w .  In the work of Lascoux and
 Schu ¨  tzenberger it has also been called the  Riguet diagram  and the  Rothe diagram .
 To each cell ( i ,  j ) of a diagram  D , associate the  hook H i , j  5  H i , j ( D ) consisting of those
 cells ( i 9 ,  j 9 ) of  D  in which either  i 9  5  i  and  j 9  >  j  or  j 9  5  j  and  i 9  >  i .  The diagram  D ( w )
 of a permutation  w  may be obtained from [ n ]  3  [ n ] by removing the hooks
 corresponding to cells ( i ,  w i ) ,  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .  For example , if  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4)  P  S 5  ,
 then the cells of  D ( w ) are represented by circles in the illustration below . We represent
 the permutation  w  by placing  3 ’s in the cells ( i ,  w i ) for all  i :
 If  D  5  D ( w ) and ( i ,  j ) is a cell of  D , we define  H i , j ( w )  5  H i , j ( D ) . The cell ( i ,  j ) is
 called the  corner cell  of the hook  H i , j  .
 D EFINITION 2 . 1 ( balanced hooks ) .  A labelling of the cells of  H i , j ( w ) with non-
 negative integers (possibly repeated) is called  balanced  if it satisfies the following
 condition : if one rearranges the labels within the hook so that they weakly increase
 from right to left and from top to bottom , then the corner label remains unchanged . A
 hook with a balanced labelling is called a  balanced hook .
 E XAMPLE .  The hook illustrated below is balanced :
3 6
1
2 2 1 3
4
 D EFINITION 2 . 2 ( balanced labellings ) .  Let  D  be a diagram with  L  cells . Then :
 1 .  A labelling of the cells of  D  with positive integers is said to be  balanced  if each hook
 H i , j ( w ) ,  ( i ,  j )  P  D ( w ) is balanced .
 2 .  A balanced labelling is said to be  injecti y  e  if each of the labels 1 , 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  L  appears
 exactly once .
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 3 .  A balanced labelling is said to be  column strict  if no column contains two equal
 entries .
 E XAMPLE .  The following are balanced labellings of  D ( w ) ,  where  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4) .







 R EMARK .  In [5] , the notion of a balanced hook is transposed relative to the
 definition here , i . e . the corner label remains unchanged when one rearranges the labels
 within the hook so that they weakly increase from bottom to top and from left to right .
 However , transposing the diagram gives a bijection between balanced diagrams (in the
 sense of this paper) for  D ( w ) and balanced diagrams (in the sense of [5]) for  D ( w  2 1 ) ,
 so our statements will still agree with those of [5] .
 If  w  P  ¸  n  has length  L ,  a  reduced decomposition of w  is a sequence  a  5
 ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  of positive integers  a i  such that
 w  5  s a 1 s a 2  ?  ?  ?  s a L  ,  (1)
 where  s i  5  ( i ,  i  1  1) denotes an adjacent transposition . We consider permutations as
 acting on  positions ,  and interpret the multiplication in (1) from left to right . Thus  a 1
 represents the first transposition , and  a L  the last . Each  a i  corresponds to a unique
 inversion in  w ,  namely the pair of numbers transposed by  a i  in the product (1) , and  a  is
 determined uniquely by the order in which these inversions are carried out . The cells of
 D ( w ) also correspond naturally to inversions in  w  ; namely , (  p ,  q )  P  D ( w ) if f ( q ,  w p ) is
 an inversion of  w .  This leads to the following definition .
 D EFINITION 2 . 3 ( Canonical labelling ) .  Let  w  P  ¸  n  be a permutation of length  L ,  and
 let  a  be a reduced decomposition of  w .  Let  T a :  D ( w )  5  [ L ] be the injective labelling
 defined by setting  T a (  p ,  q )  5  i  if  q i  transposes  w p  and  q  where  q  ,  w p .  Then  T a  is called
 the  canonical labelling of  D ( w )  induced by a .
 T HEOREM 2 . 4 .  Let w  P  ¸  n  , let  5$ ( w )  denote the set of reduced decompositions of w ,
 and let  @+ ( D )  denote the set of injecti y  e balanced labellings of  D .  Then the map a  S  T a
 defines a bijection from  5$ ( w )  to  @+ ( D ( w )) .
 E XAMPLE .  Let  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4)  P  ¸  5  ,  and let  a  5  (1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  1 ,  3 ,  2) .  The action of
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 each  a i  is illustrated in the table on the left , and the canonical labelling  T a  is illustrated
 on the right :
 1  2  3  4  5
 a 1  5  1 :
 a 2  5  2 :
 a 3  5  4 :
 a 4  5  1 :
 a 5  5  3 :
 a 6  5  2 :
 2  1  3  4  5
 2  3  1  4  5
 2  3  1  5  4
 3  2  1  5  4
 3  2  5  1  4




 Theorem 2 . 4 will be proved as a corollary of more general results (Lemma 4 . 7 and
 Theorem 4 . 8) . A special case of Theorem 2 . 4 appears in [5] , where it is shown to hold
 for the permutation  w 0 of maximum length in  ¸  n .  In this case  D ( w ) is a ‘staircase’
 Ferrers diagram . A direct proof of Theorem 2 . 4 can be given along the lines of the
 argument used in [5] , and based on the following lemma .
 L EMMA 2 . 5 .  Let w  P  ¸  n  , and let T  :  D ( w )  5  [ L ]  be an injecti y  e map . Then T is
 balanced if f , for all  1  <  i  ,  j  ,  k , the restriction of T to the subdiagram of  D ( w )
 determined by rows i , j , k and columns w i  , w j  , w k is balanced .
 P ROOF .  This is a routine verification , left to the reader . For some hints as to how to
 proceed , see Lemma 4 . 3 of [5] .  h
 We note that the only configurations having more than one cell that arise in Lemma
 2 . 5 are of the form





 or  h  h
 R EMARK .  Lemma 2 . 5 is closely related to the notion of a normal ordering , so we
 digress for a moment to discuss some history .
 Let  W  be a (finite) Weyl group with root system  R ,  and a choice of positive roots  R 1
 (see [3] for definitions) . For  w  P  W ,  let  I ( w ) denote the set of positive roots  a  for
 which  w ( a  )  P  2 R 1  .  Then an ordering  a  1  ,  a  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l ( w ) of  I ( w ) is called a  normal
 ordering  or  total reflection ordering  if it satisfies the following  betweenness condition :
 whenever  a j  5  a i  1  a k , we either have  i  ,  j  ,  k  or  k  ,  j  ,  i ; that is ,  j  lies between  i  and
 k .  It appears to be a bit of root system folklore that the set of reduced decompositions
 of  w  is in bijection with the normal orderings of  I ( w ) (see , e . g ., [4] , Proposition 2 . 13 ;
 [8] , Theorem 2 . 6) .
 In the special case of type  A n 2 1  ,  where  W  5  ¸  n  ,  the root system and positive roots
 may be chosen to be
 R  5  h e i  2  e j j 1 < i ,  j < n ,  R 1  5  h e i  2  e j j 1 < i , j < n .
 In this case , the inversion set  I ( w ) coincides under the correspondence ( i ,  j )  ↔  e i  2  e j
 with the inversion diagram  I ( w ) defined earlier . Furthermore , if we identify the cells of
 D ( w )  and  I ( w ) as before , then Lemma 2 . 5 says that an injective balanced labelling of
 D ( w )  corresponds exactly to a normal ordering of  I ( w ) ,  or to a  standard w - tableau  in
 [8] .
 What is perhaps surprising about the balancedness condition is that it is  weaker  than
 the betweenness condition in the definition of a normal ordering . For example , if  w 0 is
 the longest permutation in  ¸  n  (so that we are ordering all of  R 1 ) , then checking the
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 betweenness condition is equivalent to  O ( n 2  log  ( n )) comparisons , while checking the
 normal ordering condition is equivalent to  O ( n 3 ) comparisons .
 In [5] it was shown that injective balanced tableaux biject with reduced words (or
 normal orderings) in the special case in which  W  5  ¸  n  and  D ( w ) is a partition diagram .
 In [8] , Kraskiewicz generalized this notion in two directions by defining  standard
 w - tableaux  for arbitrary elements  w  in a finite Weyl group  W .  These standard
 w -tableaux are again defined by a ‘hook-like’ condition which is weaker than the
 betweenness condition , and biject with reduced decompositions of  w  ([8] , Theorem
 2 . 9) .
 For  W  5  ¸  n  ,  our formulation of the balanced condition for general diagrams is
 somewhat cleaner than that of [8] , but essentially equivalent . The notion of balanced
 column-strict labelings introduced in the present paper appears to be new , as is the fact
 that they lead to interesting objects such as Stanley symmetric functions and Schubert
 polynomials .
 3  S PECIAL C ASES : B ALANCED T ABLEAUX
 In this section we consider labellings of permutation diagrams related in various ways
 to Ferrers diagrams and skew diagrams . The  code  of  w  is the integer vector
 c ( w )  5  ( c 1  ,  c 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  c n ) ,  where  c k  is equal to the number of cells in the  i th row of  D ( w ) .
 If  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4) ,  illustrated in the last section , then  c ( w )  5  (2 ,  3 ,  1 ,  0 ,  0) .  A
 permutation  w  is called  dominant  if  c 1  >  c 2  >  ?  ?  ?  >  c n ; equivalently ,  w  equivalently ,  w  is
 dominant if the cells of  D ( w ) form a Ferrers diagram in the upper left corner of
 [ n ]  3  [ n ] . A permutation is called  y  exillary  if the rows and columns of  D ( w ) can be
 permuted so that the resulting diagram is Ferrers . The permutation  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4) is
 vexiallary but not dominant .
 When  w  is a dominant permutation ,  D ( w ) is a Ferrers diagram , and injective
 balanced labellings are (up to transposition) the balanced tableaux defined in [5] . For
 vexillary (and hence for dominant) permutations , it is proved in [15] that  u 5$ ( w ) u  5  f  l  ,
 where  l  5  l ( w ) is the partition obtained by sorting the entries of  c ( w ) and suppressing
 zeros , and  f  l  is the number of standard Young tableaux of shape  l . We have the
 following corollary , which generalizes Theorem 2 . 2 of [5] .
 C OROLLARY 3 . 1 .  If w is  y  exillary , then the number of injecti y  e balanced labellings of
 D ( w ) is equal to f  l ( w ) , the number of standard tableaux of shape  l ( w ) .
 E XAMPLE .  If  w  5  (5 ,  3 ,  2 ,  1 ,  4)  P  S 5  ,  then  w  is dominant and  l ( w )  5  h 4 ,  2 ,  1 j .  An
 example of an injective balanced labelling of  D ( w ) (also the transpose of a balanced





 A permutation  w  is called  3 2 1 - a y  oiding  if it contains no decreasing subsequence of
 length 3 . In [2] , Billey , Jockusch and Stanley showed that a permutation is 321-avoiding
 if f (after suppressing empty rows and columns) its diagram has the shape of a skew
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 Ferrers diagram  l  / m .  For example , if  w  5  (2 ,  4 ,  1 ,  6 ,  3 ,  5)  P  S 6  ,  then  w  is 321-avoiding
 and the following diagram illustrates  D ( w ) :
 Note that the resulting skew diagram is of ‘French’ type , i . e . it is an order-convex
 subset of  Z  3  Z . In [16] , it is also proved that for 321-avoiding permutations one has
 u 5 $  ( w ) u  5  f  l / m  ,  the number of skew-tableaux of shape  l  / m .  This result is an immediate
 consequence of Theorem 2 . 4 and the following lemma (cf . [8] , Lemma 3 . 1 , Example
 3 . 2) .
 L EMMA 3 . 2 .  Let  D  Ô  Z  3  Z  be any diagram with L cells , which  ( after suppressing
 empty rows and columns )  is a skew Ferrers diagram of French type . Suppose that
 T  :  D  5  [ L ]  is an injecti y  e balanced labelling of  D .  Then T is decreasing from left to right
 along rows and from bottom to top down columns of  D ,  i .e . T is a  ( re y  erse )  skew
 tableau .
 P ROOF .  The proof is by induction on cells , reading each row from right to left ,
 starting from the bottom .  h
 Finally , we consider balanced labellings of diagrams obtained by ‘shifting’ the
 columns of an ordinary Ferrers diagram .
 N OTATION 3 . 3 ( unimodal composition diagrams ) .  Let  l  5  ( l 1  ,  l 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  l p ) be any
 composition of  n  the parts of which form a unimodal sequence , i . e . there exists an
 index  j  such that
 l 1  <  l 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  l j 2 1  <  l j  >  l j 1 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  l p 2 1  >  l p .
 Let  D ( l ) be the diagram consisting of  l 1 cells in row 1 ,  l 2 cells in row 2 , etc ., with each
 of the rows left-justified . Let  @+ ( l ) denote the set of injective balanced labellings of
 D ( l ) .
 Note that the class of unimodal composition diagrams includes Ferrers diagrams of
 both French and English type as special cases .
 T HEOREM 3 . 4 .  Let  l  be a unimodal composition , and let  l #  be the partition obtained
 by sorting the parts of  l . Then
 u @+ ( l ) u  5  u @+ ( l #  ) u  5  f  l #  .
 In particular , the number of injecti y  e balanced labellings of  l  depends only on the row
 lengths of  D ( l ) .
 P ROOF .  It is easy to show that for every unimodal composition  l  there exists a
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 permutation  w  such that  D ( l ) is obtained from  D ( w ) by suppressing empty columns .
 Since  l  is unimodal ,  w  must be vexillary , and the theorem follows immediately from
 Theorem 3 . 2 .  h
 E XAMPLE .  The sets  @ +  ( l ) of injective balanced labellings of the following
 diagrams are equinumerous , each having cardinality 16 :
 The first diagram gives balanced tableaux as defined in [5] , with an English
 orientation ; the last gives standard tableaux with French orientation . It is natural to ask
 whether there is a simple sequence of bijections that interpolates between these two
 types of tableaux , thus giving an alternate proof of the main result in [5] . We do not
 know of such an argument , but we suspect that one should exist .
 4 .  C OLUMN - STRICT D IAGRAMS  AND S YMMETRIC F UNCTIONS
 In this section we consider column-strict balanced diagrams , and show that they can
 be used to define symmetric functions by a construction analogous to the well-known
 method of obtaining Schur functions from standard Young tableaux .
 N OTATION 4 . 1 ( generalized Schur functions ) .  Let  D  Ô  Z  3  Z  be any diagram , and let
 @ +  ( D )  denote the set of column-strict balanced labellings  T  :  D  5  P . Let  x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  be
 indeterminates . Then
 S D ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  O
 T  P @+ ( D )
 x T
 where  x T  denotes the monomial  p ( i ,j ) P D  x T  ( i ,j ) ,  will be called a  generalized Schur
 function .
 N OTATION 4 . 2 ( Stanley symmetric functions ) .  Let  w  be a permutation , and let
 x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  be indeterminates . Define
 F w ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  O
 a 1 a 2 ??? a L P 5$ ( w 2 1 )
 O
 b 1 b 2 ??? b L
 x b 1 x b 2  ?  ?  ?  x b L  ,
 where the second sum is over all sequences 1  <  b 1  <  b 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  b L  such that  b i  ,  b i 1 1
 whenever  a i  ,  a i 1 1  .
 Stanley shows in [15] by a direct argument that  F w  is symmetric for any  w ,  and that
 F w  is a Schur function when  w  is vexillary . Strictly speaking , in [15]  F w  is defined slightly
 dif ferently , as the sum over reduced words  a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a L  for  w  rather than  w  2 1 ,  and
 summing over sequences 1  <  b 1  <  b 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  b L  satisfying  b i  ,  b i 1 1 whenever  a i  ,  a i 1 1  .
 However , once one knows that  F w  is a symmetric function , then it is easy to see that the
 above definition is equivalent .
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 T HEOREM 4 . 3 .  For any permutation w ,
 S D ( w )  5  F w 2 1 .
 In particular , it follows that S D ( w )  is a symmetric function .
 Our proof that  S D ( w ) is symmetric relies on knowing that  F w 2 1 is symmetric (cf . [6] or
 [15]) . We know of no simple direct argument to prove symmetry , although this will also
 follow from the results in Section 7 where  S D ( w ) is shown to be the formal character of
 a representation of the general linear group . For arbitrary diagrams the result is false .
 For example , the reader may check that , for the diagram ,
 the corresponding function  S D  is not symmetric . It is easy to see that  D  cannot be the
 diagram of a permutation .
 To prove Theorem 4 . 3 , some new tools need to be introduced which allow cells to be
 added and deleted from diagrams and permit induction on the length of  w .  For
 ordinary Ferrers shapes , these arguments are trivial , but here they must be carried out
 with considerable care .
 D EFINITION 4 . 4 ( border cells ) .  If  w  is a permutation and  a  5  ( i ,  j )  P  D ( w ) ,  then  a  is
 said to be a  border cell  if  w i 1 1  5  j .
 E XAMPLE .  In the following diagram  D ( w ) ,  where  w  5  (3 ,  4 ,  6 ,  1 ,  5 ,  2) ,  the border
 cells are indicated by solid dots :
 R EMARK .  Border cells correspond exactly to descents of  w ,  and hence to transposi-
 tions which can be performed last (and labelled with  L ) in some reduced decomposi-
 tion of  w .
 N OTATION 4 . 5 ( deletion of a border cell ) .  If  a  5  ( i ,  j ) is a border cell of  D  5  D ( w ) ,
 let  D  \  a  denote the diagram obtained from  D  by deleting  a  and exchanging rows  i  and
 i  1  1 .
 The following is immediate .
 L EMMA 4 . 6 .  If  a  5  ( i ,  j )  is a border cell of  D ( w ) , then
 D  \  a  5  D ( w 9 ) ,
 where w 9  5  w  ?  ( i ,  i  1  1) .
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 E XAMPLE .  If  a  5  (3 ,  1) in the above diagram , with  w  5  (3 ,  4 ,  6 ,  1 ,  5 ,  2) ,  then  D  \  a  is
 as shown below :
 This is also easily seen to be the diagram  D ( w 9 ) ,  where  w 9  5  (3 ,  4 ,  1 ,  6 ,  5 ,  2)  5  w  ?  (3 ,  4) .
 L EMMA 4 . 7 .  If T is a balanced column - strict labelling of  D ( w )  with largest label M ,
 then e y  ery row containing an M must contain an M in a border cell . In particular , if i is
 the index of such a row , then i must be a descent of w .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that row  i  of  T  contains an occurrence of the largest label  M .  We
 must first show that  i  is a descent of  w .  Assume not , i . e .  w i  ,  w i 1 1 . Let ( i ,  j ) be the
 rightmost occurrence of  M  in row  i  of  T .  Since  w i  ,  w i 1 1  ,  there exist some cell(s) in
 D ( w )  below ( i ,  j ) in the same column . This implies that the hook  H i j  is unbalanced ,
 because there are no other occurrences of  M  to the right of column  j  in this row , and
 there are no other occurrences of  M  in column  i  by column-strictness . Therefore  i  must
 be a descent of  w .
 It follows that row  i  contains a unique border cell  a  5  ( i ,  j ) .  We must show that
 T  ( i ,  j )  5  M .  Since ( i ,  j ) is a border cell we have  w i 1 1  5  j ,  which implies that the hook  H i j
 is entirely horizontal and lies in row  i .  Balancedness of  T  then implies that this hook’s
 leftmost cell ( i ,  j ) contains the maximal entry of the hook . The rightmost occurrence of
 M  in row  i  cannot lie to the left of ( i ,  j ) ,  since then there would exist some cell(s) in
 D ( w )  below it in the same column , and the corresponding hook is unbalanced . Hence
 M  must occur in  H i j  ,  and it follows that  T  ( i ,  j )  5  M .  h
 If  a  5  ( i ,  j ) is any cell of  T ,  let  T  \  a  denote the result of deleting  a  and switching
 rows  i  and  i  1  1 .
 T HEOREM 4 . 8 .  Let T be any labelling of  D ( w ) , and assume that some border cell  a
 contains the largest label M in T . Then T is balanced if f T  \  a  is balanced .
 P ROOF .  Let  a  5  ( i ,  j ) be the border cell , and  w 9  5  w  ?  ( i ,  i  1  1) ,  so that  T  \  a  is a
 labelling of  D ( w 9 ) .  By Lemma 2 . 5 , it suf fices to show that for all 1  <  a  ,  b  ,  c ,  the
 restriction  T a b c  of  T  to the subdiagram of  D ( w ) determined by rows  a ,  b ,  c  and columns
 w a  , w b  , w c  is balanced if f ( T  \  a  ) a b c  is balanced .
 There are several cases to check , depending on how the sets  h a ,  b ,  c j  and  h i ,  i  1  1 j
 intersect , but many of these cases are trivial , as we now explain . Since , for any  r ,  s ,  the
 ( r ,  w s )-entry of  T  coincides with the ( r ,  w 9 s )-entry of  T  \  a  unless ( r ,  w s )  5  ( i ,  j ) ,  the
 verification is trivial unless  i  P  h a ,  b ,  c j  and  j  P  h w a  ,  w b  ,  w c j .  Therefore we may assume
 that we are in this case , so that ( T  \  a  ) a b c  will have one fewer entry than  T a b c .
 Furthermore , if  T a b c  has at most two entries (so that ( T  \  a  ) a b c  has at most one entry) ,
 then the verification is trivial from the fact that  M  occurs in a border cell .
 Thus we may assume that  T a b c  has three entries , ( T  \  a  ) a b c  has two entries , so that
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 w a  .  w b  .  w c  ,  and either ( i ,  i  1  1 ,  j )  5  ( a ,  b ,  w b ) or ( i ,  i  1  1 ,  j )  5  ( b ,  c ,  w c ) .  In the former
 case , one can check that  T a b c  being balanced and ( T  \  a  ) a b c  being balanced are both
 equivalent to the condition that  T  ( a ,  w c )  >  T  ( b ,  w c ) .  In the latter case , one can check
 that  T a b c  being balanced and ( T  \  a  ) a b c  being balanced are both equivalent to the
 condition that  T  ( a ,  w c )  >  T  ( a ,  w b ) .  h
 From Lemma 4 . 8 we obtained a recurrence analogous to a well-known formula for
 standard Young tableaux .
 C OROLLARY 4 . 9 .  Let b D  denote the number of injecti y  e balanced labellings of
 D  5  D ( w ) . Then
 b D  5 O
 a
 b D  \  a  ,
 where the sum is o y  er all border cells  a  .
 Note that Theorem 2 . 4 follows immediately from Theorem 4 . 8 , by induction on the
 length of  w .  With Lemmas 4 . 6 – 4 . 8 in hand , we are now in a position to prove Theorem
 4 . 3 .
 Define the  leading entry  of  T  to be the occurrence of  M  in the highest border cell in
 T  (i . e . the one with the smallest row index) . For example , in each of the diagrams
 following Definition 2 . 2 , the leading entry occurs in cell (2 , 2) .
 P ROOF  OF T HEOREM 4 . 3 .  We give a ‘decoding rule’ which associates to each
 balanced diagram  T  P  @+ ( D ( w )) a pair of sequences
 a 1
 b 1
 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a L 2 1
 b 2  ?  ?  ?  b L 2 1
 a L
 b L
 where  a  5  ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  P  5$ ( w ) and  b  5  ( b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  b L ) satisfies the conditions
 stated in Definition 4 . 2 ; namely ,  b i  ,  b i 1 1 whenever  a i  ,  a i 1 1  .  The rule is as follows :
 (i)  set  M  equal to the maximum label in  T ,  with  a  5  ( I ,  J ) the border cell containing
 the leading entry in  T  ;
 (ii)  set  a L  5  I ,  and  b L  5  M ;
 (iii)  set  T  5  T  \  a  , L  5  L  2  1 ,  and repeat until  T  is empty .
 By Theorem 4 . 8 , ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  P  5$ ( w ) ,  and the sequence ( b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  b L ) clearly
 satisfies
 b 1  <  b 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  b L .
 Finally , note that if  b i  5  b i 1 1  ,  this means we have deleted the same label twice in
 succession . It follows that  a i  .  a i 1 1  ,  since in this case the leading entry of  T  \  a  must lie
 in a strictly lower row than the leading entry of  T .  Hence  a i  ,  a i 1 1 implies  b i  ,  b i 1 1  ,  as
 desired .
 Next , suppose that ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  P  5$ ( w ) and ( b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  b L ) satisfies the
 conditions of Definition 4 . 2 . Construct a labelling  T  :  D ( w )  5  P  by assigning  b i  to the
 cell corresponding to the pair inverted by  a i  ,  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  L .  We claim that  T  is a
 balanced column strict labelling , and that the correspondence is inverse to the one
 defined above . To see this , observe that if
 b J  5  b J 1 1  5  ?  ?  ?  5  b L  5  M ,
 then
 a J  .  a J 1 1  .  ?  ?  ?  .  a L .
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 This means that the leading entry  M  in  T  lies in the border cell  a  determined by  a L .
 Inductively , we may assume that  a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L 2 1 and  b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  b L 2 1 determine a
 balanced column-strict labelling of  D ( w 9 )  5  D ( w )  \  a  ,  where  w 9  5  s a 1 s a 2  ?  ?  ?  s a L 2 1 .
 Theorem 4 . 8 now shows that  T  is balanced . To see that  T  is column-strict , we need only
 check that if  a  5  ( i ,  j ) ,  then there are no occurrences of  M  in column  j  of  T  \  a .  There
 are no occurrences of  M  in column  j  of  T  \  a  below row  i ,  since there are no cells of
 D  \  a  there , and there are no occurrences of  M  in a row above  i  in  T  \  a  because
 a J  .  a J 1 1  .  ?  ?  ?  .  a L .
 Lastly , note that this construction clearly inverts the one defined earlier , so we have the
 desired bijection .  h
 E XAMPLE .  If  w  5  (3 ,  5 ,  2 ,  14) and  T  is the second diagram illustrated after Defini-
 tion 2 . 2 , the decoding algorithm described above yields
 a  5  1  2  4  1  3  2
 b  5  1  2  3  3  4  4 .
 5 .  E NCODING  AND D ECODING  OF R EDUCED D ECOMPOSITIONS
 In this section we consider in detail the process by which reduced decompositions
 a  5  ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  are encoded by injective balanced diagrams . Theorem 4 . 8 of the
 previous section permits a recursive construction , but it will be useful to have a more
 direct description of the correspondence .
 N OTATION 5 . 1 .  Let  T  be an injective balanced labelling of  D ( w ) , where  w  has length
 L .  For each  k  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  L ,  let
 I ( k )  5  row  index  of  the  cell  containing  k ,
 R 1 ( k )  5  number  of  entries  k 9  .  k  in  the  same  row ,
 U 1 ( k )  5  number  of  entries  k 9  .  k  abo y  e  k  in  the  same  column .
 T HEOREM 5 . 2 .  If T is an injecti y  e balanced labelling of  D ( w )  and a is a reduced
 decomposition such that T  5  T a  , then , for k  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  L , we ha y  e
 a k  5  I ( k )  1  R
 1 ( k )  2  U 1 ( k ) .  (2)
 P ROOF .  Rewrite the above equation as
 I ( k )  5  a k  1  U
 1 ( k )  2  R 1 ( k ) .  (3)
 We will show that this formula is valid for all  k  by induction on  l ( w ) . Let
 a  5  a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a L  ,  so that  w ˆ  5  ws a L  is shorter than  w ,  and the above formula holds for
 a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a L 2 1  P  5$ ( w ˆ  ) ,  i . e .
 I ˆ  ( k )  5  a k  1  U ˆ  1 ( k )  2  R ˆ  1 ( k ) ,
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 where the hatted expressions correspond to the word  a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a L 2 1  .  We now analyse
 the change in the quantities on the left-hand and right-hand sides in equation (3) .
 If  k  5  L ,  then  U 1 ( L )  5  R 1 ( L )  5  0 and obviously  I ( L )  5  a L .
 If  k  ,  L  and  k  does not occur in rows  a L  or  a L  1  1 of  D ( w ˆ  ) ,  then none of the
 quantities change .
 If  k  ,  L  and  k  occurs in row  a L  1  1 of  D ( w ˆ  ) ,  then  I ( k )  5  I ˆ  ( k )  2  1 and  R  1 ( k )  5
 R ˆ  1 ( k )  1  1 .  Also ,  U 1 ( k )  5  U ˆ  1 ( k ) because the only change within the column  s
 containing  k  is the exchange of  k  and the entry  k 9 in the cell directly above it in  D ( w ˆ  ) ,
 and we know that  k 9  ,  k  by Lemma 2 . 5 applied to the rows  a L  ,  a L  1  1 and  w ˆ  2 1 ( s ) .
 If  k  ,  L  and  k  occurs in row  a L  of  D ( w ˆ  ) ,  then  I ( k )  5  I ˆ  ( k )  1  1 and  R 1 ( k )  5  R ˆ  1 ( k ) .
 Also ,  U 1 ( k )  5  U ˆ  1 ( k )  1  1 ,  because the only change within the column  s  containing  k  is
 the exchange of  k  and the entry  k 9 in the cell directly below it in  D ( w ˆ  ) ,  and we know
 that  k 9  .  k  by Lemma 2 . 5 applied to the rows  a L  , a L  1  1 and  w ˆ  2 1 ( s ) .  h







 then we have
 k  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
 I ( k )
 R  1 ( k )
 U 1 ( k )
 3  1  2  2  2  5  3
 1  0  2  1  0  0  0
 1  0  0  0  0  0  0
 a k  3  1  4  3  2  5  3
 R EMARK .  A similar decoding procedure can be defined by interchanging the roles
 of rows and columns , and reversing the entries (this amounts essentially to using  w 2 1
 instead of  w ) .  More precisely , if we define
 J ( k )  5  column  index  of  the  cell  containing  k ,
 C 2 ( k )  5  number  of  entries  k 9  ,  k  in  the  same  column ,
 L 2 ( k )  5  number  of  entries  k 9  ,  k  to  the  left  of  k  in  the  same  row ,
 then , for 1  <  k  <  L ,
 a k  5  J ( k )  1  C
 2 ( k )  2  L 2 ( k ) .  (4)
 For the example illustrated above , we have
 k  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
 J ( k )
 C  2 ( k )
 L 2 ( k )
 3  1  3  4  1  3  1
 0  0  1  0  1  2  2
 0  0  0  1  0  0  0
 a k  3  1  4  3  2  5  3
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 R EMARK .  It is somewhat surprising that formulae (2) and (4) give the same result .
 A careful look at the definitions shows that the condition
 I ( k )  1  R  1 ( k )  2  U 1 ( k )  5  J ( k )  1  C  2 ( k )  2  L 2 ( k )
 is exactly equivalent to  T  being balanced .
 When  w  is 321-avoiding , Lemma 3 . 2 says that every injective labelling of  D ( w ) is a
 reverse skew tableau . In this case the encoding and decoding of reduced decomposi-
 tions via Theorem 5 . 2 is especially simple , and gives a result originally obtained in [16] .
 C OROLLARY 5 . 3 .  Suppose that w is  321- a y  oiding , and let a  5  ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L )  be a
 reduced decomposition of w . If T  5  T a  , then , for k  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  L ,
 a k  5  I ( k )  1  L ( k ) ,
 where L ( k )  denotes the number of cells to the left of k in  D ( w ) .  ( Note that this number
 depends only on the location of k , and not on the other entries T . )
 P ROOF .  By Lemma 3 . 2 ,  T  is a reverse skew tableau , which implies  R 1 ( k )  5  L ( k )
 and  U 1 ( k )  5  0 for all  k .  h
 6 .  S CHUBERT P OLYNOMIALS
 In [15] , Billey , Jockusch and Stanley prove the following formula for Schubert
 polynomials , which had earlier been conjectured by Stanley (another proof appears in
 [6]) .
 T HEOREM 6 . 1 .
 S w ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  O
 a 1 a 2 ??? a L P 5$ ( w )
 O
 i 1 i 2 ??? i L
 x i 1 x i 2  ?  ?  ?  x i L  ,
 where the second sum is o y  er all sequences  1  <  i 1  <  i 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  i L such that i k  ,  i k 1 1
 whene y  er a k  ,  a k 1 1  , and i k  <  a k for all k .
 We show in this section that this formula leads to another combinatorial expression
 for  S w  ,  involving just a single sum over balanced diagrams .
 T HEOREM 6 . 2 .  Let w be a permutation . Then
 S w ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  . )  5  O
 T  P @^+ ( w )
 x T ,
 where  @^+ ( w )  denotes the set of balanced column - strict labellings of  D ( w )  such that
 T  ( i ,  j )  <  i for all  ( i ,  j )  P  D ( w ) .
 The content of Theorem 6 . 2 is that flag conditions  i k  <  a k  for reduced decompositions
 translate into flag conditions  T  ( i ,  j )  <  i  for diagrams when  a  is transformed into  T a  using
 the procedures described in the previous section . To be precise , we have the following
 theorem , which implies Theorem 6 . 2 .
 T HEOREM 6 . 3 .  Suppose that a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a L is a reduced decomposition , encoded by a
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 balanced diagram T a . Let i 1  ,  i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  i L be a sequence of positi y  e integers satisfying
 i 1  <  i 2  <  ?  ?  ?  <  i L . Then
 i k  <  a k  (5)
 holds for all k if f
 i k  <  I ( k )  (6)
 holds for all k . As before , I ( k )  denotes the row index of entry k in T a .
 P ROOF .  We have  a k  5  I ( k )  1  R 1 ( k )  2  U 1 ( k ) for all  k ,  by Theorem 5 . 2 . Suppose
 that (5) holds . We want to show that  i k  <  I ( k ) .  This is obvious if  R  1 ( k )  5  0 ,  since then
 i k  <  a k  5  I ( k )  2  U
 1 ( k )  <  I ( k ) .
 If  R 1 ( k )  .  0 ,  let  k 9  .  k  be the largest label in row  I ( k ) .  Clearly ,  R  1 ( k 9 )  5  0 .  Thus
 a k 9  5  I ( k 9 )  1  R
 1 ( k 9 )  2  U 1 ( k 9 )  <  I ( k 9 )
 and from the monotonicity of the  i ’s we have
 i k  <  i k 9  <  a k 9  <  I ( k 9 )  5  I ( k ) .
 This completes the first half of the proof .
 Next , suppose that (6) holds . We need to show  i k  <  a k  for all  k .  By assumption , we
 have
 i k  <  I ( k )  5  a k  2  R
 1 ( k )  1  U 1 ( k ) .
 If  U 1 ( k )  5  0 ,  the result follows immediately . Suppose that  U 1 ( k )  5  d  .  0 .  Then there
 are  d  larger numbers above  k  in the same column . Let  k 9 be the one in the highest row .
 Then  I ( k 9 )  <  I ( k )  2  d .  Hence
 i k  <  i k 9  <  I ( k 9 )  <  I ( k )  2  d  5  a k  2  R
 1 ( k )  <  a k
 and the proof is complete .  h
 7 .  S CHUBERT M ODULES
 In this section we show that the balanced row-flagged column-strict fillings of  D ( w )
 naturally index a basis for the  Schubert module  Schub w  of Kraskiewicz and Pragacz [9] .
 The Schubert module is a representation of the upper triangular or Borel subgroup  B
 in  GL ( N ,  C ) , the formal character of which was shown in [9] to be the Schubert
 polynomial  S w .
 We will work with a somewhat more combinatorial (but clearly equivalent) definition
 for the Schubert module than the one in [9] . Let  D  be any diagram in  Z  3  Z  with at
 most  N  rows . Let  7 D  be a  C -vector space the distinguished basis vectors of which are
 the labellings  T  of  D  with positive integers not exceeding  N .  The symmetric group  ¸  D
 of permutations of the cells of  D  acts on labellings , and hence on  5 D . We distinguish
 two particular subgroups of  ¸  D , the  row group Row  ( D ) and  column group Col  ( D ) ,
 consisting of permutations which keep cells of  D  in the same row and column
 respectively . Given any labelling  T ,  let  e T  be the following linear combination of basis
 vectors in  7 D :
 e T  5  O
 g P Row ( D )
 b  P Col ( D )
 sgn ( b  ) T g b  ,
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 where  sgn :  ¸  n  5  h Ú 1 j  is the sign character of the symmetric group . Note also that the
 action of  g  ,  b  have been written on the right , since this is a  right  action of  ¸  D .
 One can identify  7 D  with the tensor product  V  ^  n ,  where  n  is the number of cells of
 D and  V  is  C N , in the following manner : read labellings  T  of  D  in some fixed order (say
 left to right in rows , from top row to bottom row) to obtain a word  i 1 i 2  ?  ?  ?  i n  ,  and then
 interpret this word as the tensor  e i 1  ^  e i 2  ^  ?  ?  ?  ^  e i n  ,  where  e 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  e N  are some chosen
 basis for  V .  Since  GL ( V  ) acts on  V ,  it also acts diagonally on this tensor product , and
 hence on  7 D . Furthermore , this (left) action of  GL ( V  ) commutes with the (right)
 action of  ¸  D , and hence we have that if  g ( T  )  5  o T 9  c T 9 T  9 in  7 D , then  g ( e T  )  5  o T  9  c T 9 e T 9  .
 Therefore , the subspace  6 D  of  7 D  spanned by all  h e T  j  af fords a representation of
 GL ( V  )  known as the  Schur module  [1] for  D . Furthermore , if  b  lies in the
 upper-triangular subgroup  B  of  GL ( V  ) ,  and  T  is a row-flagged labelling of  T  (meaning
 T  ( i ,  j )  <  i ) ,  then  b ( e T  )  5  o T 9  c T 9 b T 9  ,  where each of the  T  9 is also row-flagged .
 Therefore the smaller subspace Schub D  of  6 D  spanned by  h e T  j  for row-flagged
 labellings  T  af fords a representation of  B  called the  flagged Schur module  for  D . The
 Schubert module  Schub w  is defined to be the flagged Schur module Schub D ( w ) for the
 Rothe diagram of  w .  The formal character char (Schub D ) ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N ) is the
 polynomial defined by
 char(Schub D )( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N )  5  trace( X  :  Schub D  5  Schub D )
 where  X  is the linear transformation on Schub D  representing the action of the diagonal
 matrix  x  5  diag( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N ) in  B .  The main result of [9] is that the character of the
 Schubert module for  w  is the Schubert polynomial for  w ,  as follows .
 T HEOREM 7 . 1 .  char(Schub D ( w ) )( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N )  5  S w .
 One can easily check that every vector  e T  is an eigenvector for the action of  x  on
 Schub D , with eigenvalue  x T  (because each term in  e T  is an eigenvector with this same
 eigenvalue) . Therefore if one can compute a basis for the Schubert module of the form
 h e T  j T P +  as  T  ranges through some set  +  of labellings of  D ( w ) ,  then one immediately
 has
 char(Schub D ( w ) )( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N )  5  O
 T  P +
 x T .
 Comparison of this last assertion with Theorems 7 . 1 and 6 . 2 suggests the following
 theorem .
 T HEOREM 7 . 2 .  The set  h e T  j T  P @^+ ( w )  forms a basis for the Schubert module
 Schub D ( w )  .
 Recall that  @ ^  +  ( w ) denotes the set of balanced column-strict labellings of  D ( w )
 with  T  ( i ,  j )  <  i  for all  i .
 P ROOF .  From Theorems 7 . 1 and 6 . 2 , we conclude that
 dim C  Schub D ( w )  5  S w (1 ,  1 ,  .  .  . )  5  u @^+ ( w ) u  .
 Therefore we need only show either that  h e T  j T  P @^+ ( w ) are linearly independent or that
 they span Schub D ( w )  .  We will show they are linearly independent .
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 First , note that the tensor space  7 D  is a  Z N -graded vector space in which a labelling
 T  is graded by its content  x T ,  so any linear dependence among the  h e T  j  can be assumed
 to be homogeneous , i . e . only involving labellings  T  with the same content .
 Any  T  P  @^+ ( w ) corresponds uniquely to a pair ( a ,  i ) ,  where  a  5  a 1  ?  ?  ?  a L  P
 5$ ( w )  and  i  5  i 1  ?  ?  ?  i L  satisfy the conditions in Theorem 6 . 1 , and we will use the
 notation  T ( a ,i ) to denote the  T  corresponding to ( a ,  i ) .  Order the pairs ( a ,  i ) by the
 following rule : ( a 9 ,  i 9 )  ,  ( a ,  i ) if there exists some  r  <  L  so that  a r 9  ,  a r  and  a s 9  5  a s  for
 s  5  r  1  1 , r  1  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  L .  We will show (by induction on  L ( w )) that , in the expansion
 e T ( a , i )  5  O
 g P Row ( D ( w ))
 b  P Col ( D (w))
 T ( a , i ) g b  ,
 if the term  T ( a 9 ,  i 9 ) appears , then ( a 9 ,  i 9 )  <  ( a ,  i ) .  This then implies the linear indepen-
 dence of  h e T  j T  P @^+ ( w ) .
 So , assume that  T ( a 9 ,  i 9 ) appears in the above expansion , which means that
 T ( a 9 ,  i 9 )  5  T ( a ,  i ) g b
 for some  g  P  Row ( D ( w )) ,  b  P  Col ( D ( w )) .  Let  a  ,  a 9 be the border cells containing the
 leading entry  M  in  T ( a ,i ) , T ( a 9 ,  i 9 ) respectively (noting that they have the same leading
 entry ,  M ,  since they have the same content) . Note also that  a  ,  a 9 lie in rows  a L  ,  a 9 L , by
 construction . Consider the equation
 T ( a 9 ,i 9 ) b
 2 1  5  T ( a ,i ) g .
 In the labelling of  D ( w ) on the left-hand side , there is an occurrence of  M  in some row
 weakly above row  a 9 L  ,  because the leading entry of  T ( a 9 ,i 9 ) lies in row  a 9 L  and is mapped
 by  b  2 1 to some cell in the same column , which has  no cells below row a 9 L  ,  since  a 9 is a
 border cell . In the labelling of  D ( w ) on the right-hand side , all occurrences of  M  lie
 weakly below row  a L  ,  since the leading entry of  T ( a , i ) lies in row  a L  and acting by  g
 does not change this . Therefore we must have  a 9 L  <  a L .
 If  a 9 L  ,  a L  ,  then we are done . Otherwise , if  a 9 L  5  a L  ,  then  a  5  a 9 , and the previous
 paragraph shows that one can choose  g  and  b  so that they fix the cell  a  and do not
 move the leading entry  M .  Therefore , we conclude that
 ( T ( a 9 ,i 9 )  \  a  )  5  ( T ( a ,i )  \  a  ) g b  ,
 i . e .  T ( a 9 ,i 9 )  \  a  appears in the expansion of  e T ( a , i )  \  a  ,  and we can apply induction on  l ( w ) to
 conclude that
 ( a 9 1  ?  ?  ?  a 9 L 2 1  ,  i 9 1  ?  ?  ?  i 9 L 2 1 )  <  ( a 1  ?  ?  ?  a L 2 1  ,  i 1  ?  ?  ?  i L 2 1 ) .
 Since  a 9 L  5  a L  ,  this implies that ( a 9 ,  i 9 )  <  ( a ,  i ) .  h
 R EMARK .  The same proof shows that the Schur module  6 D ( w ) has basis  h e T  j  as  T
 runs over all balanced column-distinct labellings with entries not exceeding  N .
 Combining this with Theorem 4 . 3 , we obtain another explanation for why the Stanley
 function
 F w 2 1 ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N )  5  F w 2 1 ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x N  ,  0 ,  0 ,  .  .  . )
 is symmetric : it is the character of the  GL ( V  )-representation  6 D ( w ) .
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